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OVERVIEW

Sophisticated 2-bedroom home with impressive views
and spectacular terraces to enjoy a new concept of life in
Estepona.

Meticulously designed to create an expression of sophisticated style, this home
boasts a spectacular terrace with a private pool, chill out and garden areas, different
lobbies where you will be able to comfortably gather with friends, or even to enjoy a
quiet moment reading, a spa, massage, and gym area and an outdoor infinity pool
where you can enjoy the fabulous climate of Andalucía. A vast range of amenities that
will allow you to enjoy a tranquil and comfortable lifestyle.

The homes are composed of by the highest quality materials such as marble and
wood as well as vegetation and water, with a panoramic lift, electric vehicle charger
in each home and domotic Crestron system.

The homes are equipped with the latest technology on the market, which makes this
home the best accommodation on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, including
energy certificate category A with Gaggenau appiances, air conditioning by means of
VRV SYSTEM with heat recovery by the brand DAIKIN or similar.

The glass walls express a feeling of freedom, weightlessness, and fluidity, while the
marble finishes give the home an elegant and solid feel.

The spaces and rooms look towards the Mediterranean through large picture
windows. The narrowest side of the building faces the land, in search for connection
with the interior.

Please contact us for further details.

lucasfox.com/go/mrb22437
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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